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Discover the Power and Blessings
of Simple, Personal Prayer
yy Jack Hayford is a bestselling author and leader
of pastors across denominations
yy This trusted resource shows what it means to
be effective in prayer in modern times
yy Invites readers to rediscover the power and
blessings that come from practicing a vital
spiritual discipline

P

rayer is an essential of the Christian life. Yet confusion abounds, and we
have a tendency to make it more complicated than Jesus ever intended.
Going back to the basics, bestselling author and pastor Jack Hayford
shows that prayer is person-to-Person communication—a combination of
worship, fellowship, and intercession.
He shows that the Bible’s call to prayer is neither mystical nor theoretical, and he gives seven simple steps, as outlined by Jesus, on how to pray.
He also gives three keys to effective asking in prayer and attacking through
prayer. Prayer is not intended to be mysterious, Hayford says, but down-toearth and practical. To live in the spirit of prayer is learning to walk in the
presence of Jesus. Always.

Walking the Path of Prayer
Jack Hayford
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he founded in 1997. From 2004
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president of The International
Church of the Foursquare
Gospel. He has written more than 60 books and
nearly 600 hymns and choruses. His national radio
and television programs span the world. He lives near
Los Angeles, California.
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A Skeptic and Bestselling Author
Investigates the Gift of Tongues
yy This classic has sold more than 2.5 million
copies

REPACK

yy “For all those who would like to know what
the discussion of ‘tongues’ is about, here is the
book to read.”—Catherine Marshall, bestselling
author
yy “One of the most important Christian books
of the twentieth century.”—Dr. Vinson Synan, dean emeritus, School of Divinity, Regent
University

M

ore than fifty years ago, a reporter for Guideposts magazine set out
to gather information about a strange new occurrence happening
all over the country. John Sherrill, a skeptic when it came to speaking in
tongues and the baptism with the Holy Spirit, was determined to retain his
objectivity while digging out the facts. What he found would change his
life.
With more than 2.5 million copies sold, this classic work is the story of
one man’s journey from skepticism to a life-changing relationship with God.
Filled with historical and biblical accounts of speaking in tongues, this is
also the deeply personal and moving story of how you, too, can walk in the
power of the Spirit day by day.
Now includes a new epilogue and update on how to lean on the Holy
Spirit for unity in an increasingly divisive world.
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Discover the Landmark Book That’s
Changed Millions of Lives
yy With over 15 million copies sold, this classic
book now has a new look for a new generation of readers

REPACK

yy David Wilkerson founded Teen Challenge,
World Challenge, and Times Square Church
yy “David’s story will touch your life in a way few
books can.”—Charles W. Colson

“G

o to New York City and help those boys.”
When David Wilkerson heard those words in his heart late one
night, he was dumbfounded. The boys in question were members of a violent gang and on trial for murder. He himself was a young country preacher
settled comfortably in a little mountain church in Pennsylvania. What could
God possibly expect him to accomplish?
But those words took root in his heart, and he knew he had to go. Risking everything—his career, his marriage, even his life—he found himself
walking the streets of New York City and sharing the gospel with the most
violent gangs and drug users, sometimes at knife point.
With over 15 million copies sold, this is the powerful, riveting true story
of how God can use the most unlikely of people to do the impossible—and
save those we think are beyond saving.

The Cross and
the Switchblade
David Wilkerson with John and Elizabeth Sherrill
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Israeli Insider Offers Fascinating
Modern-Day Description of the End Times
yy “This timely book is a well-written, thrilling,
thought-provoking, challenging, encouraging
must-read.”—Anne Graham Lotz
yy Author gives a fresh, unique perspective on
the end times as an Israeli Christian
yy Tsarfati travels extensively, speaking to
100,000 people around the world each year

A

voiding sensationalism and date-speculating, respected Bible teacher
Amir Tsarfati uses his unique perspective as an Israeli Christian to lead
you through a fascinating modern-day description of God’s plan for the end
of the world.
Grounded from start to finish in Scripture, the book reveals how the
Rapture, the imminent rise of the Antichrist, and the tragic horrors of the
Great Tribulation will play out in our world today. He also helps you understand the roles—and fates—of Russia, Iran, Syria, Turkey, the European
Union, the United States of America, and Israel in the end times, showing
just how biblical prophecies are being fulfilled in our time. But above all,
he offers hope that in the midst of chaos and horror, God is ultimately in
control, and those who belong to him will be safe with him.

The Last Hour
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Discover the Secret Power That Enables
You to Live Victoriously
yy Foreword by bestselling author Patricia King,
founder of XPmedia.com
yy Author is a popular speaker and media personality, ministering around the world
yy Shows readers how to access the power and
promises of God to overcome in all areas of life

T

he most important battle you face is the battle of your mind, will,
and emotions. Why? Because it greatly determines how much of God
and his kingdom you will experience while you’re on earth. The thoughts
we entertain, the words we speak, and the choices we make shape and
influence not only our reality, but all of creation.
The enemy loves to highlight our temporary challenges; poke at our
feelings and stir up fear, frustration, doubt, and self-pity; and get us mired
in murmuring and complaining.
Yet the Bible shows us that all of heaven is available to us right now.
In these pages you will discover the secret of Colossians: the incredible
power of Christ in you. When you learn how to access his ever-present
power and goodness, feelings and fears will no longer control you. You
will go from being overwhelmed to being an overcomer.
Heaven is only a decision away. How will you choose?

Winning the Battle for
Your Mind, Will and
Emotions
Robert Hotchkin
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Robert Hotchkin is a speaker,
author, media host, and one
of the core leaders of Patricia
King Ministries. He believes
fervently that every Christian
is a miracle-working explosion
of God’s kingdom waiting to
happen. His preaching and
teaching inspire believers to
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walk the earth as Jesus did.
Robert’s passion is contagious, and he ministers with
strong faith, releasing revelation, prophetic decrees,
healings, miracles, and the love of God. He and his
wife live in Maricopa, Arizona.
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How to Engage in the
Battlefields of the Future
yy Bishop Bill Hamon is a bestselling author
and pioneer in the prophetic movement
yy Hamon is the founder and overseer of
Christian International Ministries, serving as
bishop to over 3,000 ministers and churches
on five continents
yy Foreword by Chuck D. Pierce

F

or years, we have learned principles of individual spiritual warfare. Yet
as the end times are upon us, the forces of darkness are intensifying
their attacks around the world. For this next season, says renowned prophetic leader Dr. Bill Hamon, we as the church must up the ante and learn
to fight on a higher level than we ever have, in corporate spiritual warfare.
With wisdom, urgency, and keen prophetic insight, Hamon lays the
biblical foundation for this final level of warfare and shows how we, as the
church, can prepare to work in unity to become the army of the Lord. He
lays out the weapons available to us in this new battle front and reveals
a plan for destroying the works of the devil and advancing God’s kingdom
on earth. Now is the time to rise up, fight back together, and secure the
ultimate victory in Christ.

God’s Weapons of War
Dr. Bill Hamon
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Align Your Heart with the Father’s:
The Purpose of Prophetic Intercession
yy From bestselling author and respected
prophetic leader James W. Goll
yy Foreword by bestselling author Cindy Jacobs
yy “Needed ammunition for the prayer arsenal
to inspire effective, fervent prayer from the
heart.”—Mike Bickle

W

hat if there was a key that made every prayer more effective—
something that would bring all prayers into agreement with the
heart of God every single time?
This type of praying does exist, says bestselling author and prophetic
leader James W. Goll, and it’s called prophetic intercession. It is the humble act of holding the needs of people before God while leaning into God’s
heart for them. There is nothing mystical or elite about this kind of praying,
and it’s for the new Christian and the most seasoned prayer warrior. All you
need is to learn to lean into your heavenly Father and pray what you see
and hear in alignment with his heart, empowered by the Holy Spirit.
God wants you to align your heart with his. He wants you to pray more
effectively in these turbulent times, and he wants you to help usher in the
fullness of his purposes on the earth. Are you ready?

Praying with God’s Heart
James W. Goll
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